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Experience the Raw Beauty of Hook Peninsula’s Historic Rugged Coastline through Adventure 

Sea Cave Kayaking | Coastal Canyoning | Off the Beaten Track | Small Group Experiences | Expert Guides 
 

 

Located on the dramatic, rugged coastline of the Hook Peninsula, the Irish Experience is a passionate Eco 
Adventure Tourism Company that combines a pure love for adventure with a pure love for the island of 
Ireland. Brace yourself to become part of a highly skilled team with people who know just how to reveal 
the beauty, heritage and history of Ireland through unforgettable adventure experiences. 

 
Get out of your comfort zone and into your adventure zone! Hike to the summits of stunning mountains, 
kayak down through the picturesque valleys on exciting rivers. Join a Sea Kayak Experience that will take 
you on a voyage through a magical wildlife-packed ocean and into the recesses of amazing sea caves. 
 
Discover the true beauty, the secrets and culture of Ireland by adventuring off the beaten track with 
experts who know exactly where to take you. And at the end of a fun filled day, relax and interact with 
locals in an Irish pub. 

Key highlights of experiences with The Irish Experience include: 

❖ Landscape |experience the secrets of Ireland’s stunning coastal landscape | Hook Peninsula 

❖ Feel Alive | Atlantic breeze in your hair | Celtic sea salt on your lips 

❖ Sea Caves | kayak into one of the most spectacular sea caves in the world  

❖ History | hear stories of The Normans in Wexford 

❖ Nature | wildlife including dolphins, sharks and seals | Birdlife  

❖ Guides | expert guides who are passionate about adventure and the island of Ireland 
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The Irish Experience| Schedule of Experiences 

______________________________________________ 

 

 

Experiences Short Description Min/Max Duration Public Price 

Per Person 

Sea Cave 

Kayaking 

Experience 

 

Guided Sea Cave Kayaking Experience. Launching 

from an amazing hidden cove alongside a stunning 

outcrop of headland to one of the most impressive 

examples of sea caves in the world. Paddle inside. 

Min: 3 

Max: 12 

 

Approx. 3 

hours 

 

€XX 

 

Inclusions:  Fully Guided, Hot Drink & Snack, Wetsuit 

Sunset 

Kayaking 

Experience 

Guided Sunset Kayaking Experience. Launching 

before sunset from an amazing hidden cove 

alongside a stunning outcrop of headland to one of 

the most impressive examples of sea caves in the 

world. Paddle inside. 

Min: 3 

Max: 12 

 

Approx. 3 

hours 

 

€XX 

 

Inclusions:  Fully Guided, Night Cap & Snack, Wetsuit 

Sea Kayaking 

Mini 

Experience 

This mini ‘Sea Cave Kayaking Experience’ is ideal 

for younger children and families. 

Min: 4 

Max: 14 

Approx. 

1.5 hours 

€XX 

__________ 

U12 €XX 

__________ 

Family: €XX 

Inclusions:  Fully Guided, Safety Gear 

Coastal 

Canyoning 

Experience 

Experience the thrill of jumping off ancient limestone 

slabs into clear blue waters, swimming through caves 

and scrambling over rocks along this amazing 

adventure. 

Min: 4 

Max: 14 

Approx. 

2.5 hours 

€XX 

Inclusions: Fully Guided, Hot Drink, Safety Gear, 

Wetsuit 
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The Irish Experience | Experience Description 

 ________________________________________________________________________                                

Sea Cave Kayaking Experience  

Get out of your comfort zone and into your adventure zone on this magical guided kayaking experience 

through sea caves and arches. Immerse yourself in the raw beauty of the Hook Peninsula as you listen to 

epic stories of battles and invasions of The Normans who sailed these waters. Stop off at a hidden beach 

or cove and re-energize with a hot drink and snack. Marvel at the beautiful birdlife and marine life such 

as dolphins, seals and basking sharks. 

 

________________________________________________________________________                                 

Sunset Kayaking Experience 

Get out of your comfort zone and into your adventure zone to admire a beautiful Irish Sunset along the 

visually stunning coastline of the Hook Head peninsula. Feel alive with the Atlantic breeze in your hair as 

you marvel at the stunning scenery while listening to epic stories about battles and invasions of The 

Normans who sailed these waters. Catch a glimpse of birdlife and marine life such as dolphins, seals and 

basking sharks. Enjoy a night cap with friends as you watch a beautiful south east sunset. 
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The Irish Experience | Experience Descriptions 

 ________________________________________________________________________                                                               

Sea Kayaking Mini-Experience (Family Friendly)  

Discover the Sea Caves and arches during a truly magical guided kayaking experience. Immerse yourself 

in the spectacular scenery of Hook Peninsula as you listen to epic stories of battles and invasions of The 

Normans who sailed these waters. Prepare to be mesmerised by the beauty of birdlife and marine life 

such as dolphins, seals and basking sharks. This family friendly tour is suitable for young, and old! 

 

________________________________________________________________________                                                               

Coastal Canyoning Experience 

Get out of your comfort zone and into your adventure zone on a coastal canyoning (coasteering) 

experience within the powerful raw beauty of the Hook Peninsula. Experience the thrill of jumping off 

ancient limestone slabs into deep blue waters, swimming through caves and scrambling over rocks, 

surrounded by the dramatic Hook Head coastline.  During this laughter- filled, adrenaline-packed activity, 

prepare for potential meet and greets with local seals, porpoises, gannets, sun fish, star fish and other 

amazing sea creatures!  
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The Irish Experience | General Information 

 ________________________________________________________________________                                 

❖ Booking Enquiries: 
o Contact Graham T:  +353 87 6612299 or E: graham@theirishexperience.com 
o 2020 Schedule is live and available to book online now at www.theirishexperience.com 

 

❖ Opening Dates: 
o Our outdoor adventure season runs from March 1st – October 31st. 
o  Private group bookings are available outside these dates.  

 

❖ Eco Tourism: 
o The Irish experience is committed to sustainable and responsible tourism as well as taking 

responsibility for our actions while in the great outdoors.  

 

o As a proud member of the Irish Wildlife Trust we are committed to raising awareness of 

Ireland’s rich natural heritage and protecting it for future generations.  

 

 
o We are also a firm believer and active member in the Green Tourism business scheme. 

We believe that sustainable tourism protects environments, respects local cultures, 

supports communities, conserves natural resources and minimises pollution. 
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